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Optical anisotropy of ellipsoidal quantum dots
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The optical properties of anisotropic quantum dots with ellipsoidal shape are investigated and discussed as
a function of the dot aspect ratio. The energy spectrum~ground and many excited states! is calculated and
analyzed in comparison with the spherical quantum dot. The optical matrix elements in the dipole approxima-
tion and the oscillator strengths for the infrared transitions are shown. The main result is that optical processes
significantly depend on the radiation polarization in contrast to nonpolarized processes observed for spherical
quantum dots. The dot anisotropy is shown to play a fundamental role in determining the dot properties.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The study of confined systems from both the theoret
and the experimental point of view, has attracted the at
tion of many scientists, mainly because new properties oc
when dimensions are reduced down to nanometric scale
effect of quantum confinement. For such systems atomic
features can be reproduced, with a very wide range of ap
cations, mostly due to the possibility of a size-tunab
response.1–3

Recent experimental works4,5 have demonstrated that th
tuning of the optical properties can be further extended
control can be reached on the system shape. Anisotr
quantum dots~quantum rods! have been realized, by chem
cally controlling the nanostructure aspect ratio. This giv
rise, for example, to radiation emission that becom
strongly linearly polarized, in contrast to nonpolarized rad
tion arising from spherical quantum dots, rendering th
systems very useful in many optical emitter applications.6

In previous works7–9 we have shown that if an ellipsoida
quantum dot with azimuthal symmetry is considered,
single-particle effective-mass Schro¨dinger equation can be
exactly solved by introducing a suitable coordinates sys
in which it is separable~just as for the spherical quantum
dot!. This allows the study~even if in the simplest, effective
mass scheme! of anisotropy-dependent features, with t
possibility of accounting for arbitrarily anisotropic system
The single-particle wave functions and eigenvalues h
been calculated for the ground and the first excited state7,8

bringing out the main differences that arise with respec
the spherical quantum dot. Moreover, some results conc
ing the dependence of the system optical properties on
anisotropy have been presented for prolate ellipsoidal qu
tum dots,8 showing how the observed emission and abso
tion spectra should be dependent on the radiation polar
tion. Finally, two-particle features have been studie9

showing how the spatial configuration of two electro
within the ellipsoidal dot as well as the electron-electron c
relation depends on the anisotropy. Some interesting feat
of anisotropic nanostructures can also be found in Ref.
where the quantum dot ellipsoidal geometry is studied wit
the pertubation theory as a deformation with respect to
spherical dot and in Ref. 11, where two-dimensional ellip
0163-1829/2002/66~11!/113308~4!/$20.00 66 1133
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quantum dots and elliptic quantum wires are studied, incl
ing the finite potential barrier at the boundary.

In this paper, we want to give a more complete overvi
on how by varying the system aspect ratio its properties
nificantly modify, giving rise to a very complicated spe
trum. The single-particle energy spectrum is exactly cal
lated up to 10 excited states as a function of the dot as
ratio. The removal of some degeneracies as well as the
pearance of new ones are discussed~Sec. II!. Infrared optical
transitions are investigated both for prolate and oblate el
soidal dots. The study of both the optical matrix eleme
and the oscillator strength in the dipole approximation sho
interesting features induced by the dot shape~Sec. III!.

II. THE SINGLE-PARTICLE SPECTRUM

Let us consider an ellipsoidal quantum dot with rotation
symmetry around a given axis~thez axis! and callc anda its
axes along thez andx-y directions, respectively. In the fol
lowing the ellipsoid aspect ratio will be indicated byx
5c/a (x.1 for prolate ellipsoids,x,1 for oblate ellip-
soids!. In previous works7–9 we have shown that it is pos
sible to give a formally exact solution for the effective-ma
Schrödinger equation for a particle moving within this dot b
performing the transformation toprolate spheroidal coordi-
nates or oblate spheroidal coordinates,12–14 depending on
whether c.a or c,a, respectively. This transformatio
(x,y,z)→(j,h,w) allows wave function separation in th
form Cnlm(rW)5Anlmjelm(j)Slm(h)exp(imw), whereAnlm is
a normalization constant andn51,2, . . . , m50,61, . . . ,
and l 5umu,umu11, . . . ;je and S will be referred to, for
analogy to the spherical quantum dot, as the ‘‘radial’’ a
angular part of the wave function. The corresponding eig
values can be put in the formEnlm5(\2/2m* c2)«nlm(x),
wherem* is the particle effective mass and«nlm(x) an adi-
mensional quantity depending just on the ellipsoid asp
ratio, but not ona and/orc separately.

The ellipsoid quantum dot spectrum has been calcula
for both prolate (x.1) and oblate (x,1) ellipsoidal quan-
tum dots. It is shown respectively in Fig. 1~in units of
\2/2m* a2) and in Fig. 2~in units of\2/2m* c2). The spheri-
cal quantum dot degeneracy with respect tom is removed, as
effect of the loss of spherical symmetry. At the same tim
©2002 The American Physical Society08-1
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accidental degeneracies~levels crossings! appear. It is clear
that the dot anisotropy plays a central role in determining
transition energies and it is expected to strongly influence
dot optical response.

The spherical quantum dot limit is retrieved asx→1. For
many values ofn,l and m it has been numerically checke
that this limit is verified very accurately. In this case t
typical scaling of the confined eigenvalues withV22/3 ~where
V is the system volume! is retrieved.

As already mentioned above, levels crossings appea
both prolate and oblate ellipsoids. In particular, it is seen t
if x.1 the states with the samen and m but different l
become almost degenerate as large values ofx are consid-
ered~see Fig. 1!. Similarly, asx approaches zero, states wi
the samen group into two sets of almost degenerate sta
each set containing all the states with odd or even value
l 2m ~see Fig. 2!. An explanation can be given by conside
ing that if with fixed a we increasex or, equivalently,c
~prolate ellipsoids!, more and more elongated quantum ro
are obtained, the limit geometry forx→1` being a cylin-
drical quantum wire with radiusa. A miniband energy struc-
ture appears, with the edge of each miniband depending
the two quantum numbersn ~related to the number of node
of the radial part of the wave function! andm (m\ being the
z component of the particle angular momentum!. On increas-
ing c, each ellipsoid confined state changes continuousl
such a way that its limit is just a cylindrical quantum wi
state having the samem and the same number of nodes of t
wave function along the radial coordinate. All the ellipso

FIG. 1. The prolate ellipsoid quantum dot spectrum as a fu
tion of x. The energies are calculated with fixeda and are shown in
units of\2/2m* a2. The arrows indicate miniband edges of a cyli
drical quantum wire of radiusa (Zns is the nth zero of thesth
cylindrical Bessel function!. Legend:~1! 100; ~2! 110; ~3! 1161;
~4! 120; ~5! 1261; ~6! 1262; ~7! 200; ~8! 130; ~9! 1361; ~10!
1362; ~11! 1363.
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quantum states with the samen andm but differentl recon-
struct a miniband of the cylindrical quantum wire, whic
explains why, for example, the states withn51,
l 50,1,2,3, . . . ,m50 ~labeled as 1, 2, 4, 8, . . . in Fig. 1! ap-
pear nearly degenerate asc→1`. In the same way it can be
explained the electronic spectrum structure if with fixedc
ellipsoids with smaller and smallerx are considered~that is,
with increasinga). In this case the limit structure is given b
two parallel planes~slab! with distance 2c. The family of
states$unlm.% l 50,1,2, . . . reconstruct, in the limitx→0, two
slab minibands, corresponding to quantum states with dif
ent parity. Therefore, starting from the spherical quantum
spectrum~obtained withc5a) and by increasing or decreas
ing x, it has to be modified in such a way to reproduce t
cylindrical quantum dot spectrum for large values ofx or the
slab spectrum for small values of it. Because the energy
els in the two spectra are differently ordered, the appeara
of levels crossings is needed, which explains the presenc
accidental degeneracies. All these results bring out a v
strong dependence of the system electronic properties on
dot anisotropy.7,8

It can be useful to get interpolation formulas for the qua
tum confined energy levels. It has been found that the
lowing equations interpolate the numerical results with
0.4% for 0.5<x<5.0:

«100~x!52.970 3516.595 69~x10.023 61!1.953 95, ~1a!

«110~x!511.054818.206 60~x10.058 27!1.883 90, ~1b!

«111~x!53.169 83115.716 08~x10.0416!1.975 43. ~1c!

- FIG. 2. The oblate ellipsoid quantum dot spectrum as a func
of x. The energies are calculated with fixedc and are shown in
units of \2/2m* c2. zns is the nth zero of thesth spherical Besse
function. The arrows indicate miniband edges of a slab with d
tance 2c. Legend: same as in Fig. 1.
8-2
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III. INFRARED PROPERTIES

The calculation of the quantum confined eigenvalues
eigenfunctions for an electron moving inside an ellipsoi
dot allows the investigation of some interesting features
the infrared~conduction-band! transitions in such systems
First of all, let us note that, while for the spherical quantu
dot only transitions withD l 561 are allowed, the lower
degree of symmetry of the ellipsoid quantum dot relaxes
selection rule, making in principle allowed any transition f
which D l is odd. Moreover, the conditionDm50,61 still
remains valid. Transitions withDm50 involve radiation lin-
early polarized along thez axis, while transitions withDm
561 radiation circularly polarized in thex-y plane.

The optical matrix elements have been calculated for b
linearly polarized radiation along thez axis and circularly
polarized radiation in thex-y plane relative to transitions
from or to the ground stateu100&. In this case the allowed
transitions areu100&→unlm& with l 51,3,5, . . . and umu
50,1. It is worth pointing out that if a given transition
allowed in the dipole approximation with linearly polarize
light, it cannot be allowed with circularly polarized light an
vice versa.

In Fig. 3 the square modulus of the momentum opera
matrix element is shown for both~a! x,1 ~in units of
\2/c2) and ~b! x.1 ~in units of \2/a2). It is seen that the
dot anisotropy makes the transitions with polarization alo
the ellipsoid major axis very different from those with pola
ization along the minor axis. This gives a clear evidence
the fact that by realizing anisotropic systems, polarizati
dependent processes can be obtained. The more the do

FIG. 3. The square modulus of the momentum operator ma
elements@p65(px6 ipy)/A2# as a function of the dot aspect rat
for both ~a! x,1 ~in units of \2/c2) and ~b! x.1 ~in units of
\2/a2). The limits x→0 andx→` reproduce the correspondin
matrix elements for the slab and the cylindrical quantum wire,
spectively~see text!.
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ometry is different from the spherical one, the more ‘‘anis
tropic’’ is its response to polarized radiation. This result
related to the quantum states deformation due to the ge
etry, which leads ton51, l 51 states whose spatial configu
ration is strongly dependent onm.8 Let us note, following the
discussion presented above, that the transitionu100&↔u110&
is forbidden asx→`, because the two states have the sa
n andm so they belong to the same cylinder miniband in t
considered limit. Similarly, the transitionu100&↔u1161& is
forbidden asx→0 because the two states have the samn
andl 2umu so they belong to the same slab miniband. This
confirmed by the fact that the corresponding matrix eleme
of the momentum operator go to zero in the respective lim
In the opposite limits the two transitions correspond to
first miniband-miniband allowed transition in the two lim
structures and the corresponding square matrix elemen
the momentum operator are 1.778\2/c2 ~radiation linearly
polarized along thez axis in the slab limitx→0) and
2.144\2/a2 ~radiation circularly polarized in thex-y plane in
the cylinder limitx→`). This two limits are perfectly veri-
fied by our numerical results~see Fig. 3!. It is possible to get
simple interpolation formulas for the momentum matrix e
ments@p65(px6 ipy)/A2# for both x.1,

z^100upzu110& z25~\2/a2!@0.137 43112.789 57

3exp~2x/0.463 27!11.402 63

3exp~2x/2.142 16!#, ~2a!

z^100up7u1161& z25~\2/a2!@2.109 6610.905 42

3exp~2x/0.656 61!10.254 67

3exp~2x/3.241 78!#, ~2b!

andx,1,

z^100upzu110& z25~\2/c2!@1.777 7720.544 23x14.251 23x2

24.969 69x311.980 35x4#, ~2c!

z^100up7u1161& z2

5~\2/c2!@23.707 363102410.849 14x10.495 26x2

11.974 88x320.822 08x4#. ~2d!

These formulas hold in the intervals 1<x,5 and 0<x
,1, respectively, and reproduce our numerical results wit
at most 1.0%. Let us note that from Eqs.~1! and ~2! it is in
principle possible to build all the relevant infrared optic
properties of the ellipsoidal quantum dot~absorption coeffi-
cient, dielectric function, etc.!.

In Fig. 4 the oscillator strengths relative to the the sa
transitions are shown. It comes out that there is not a v
strong variation with the dot geometry, unless very ani
tropic systems are considered. If the oscillator strengths s
rule is performed for the transitions from the ground state
the three states withn5 l 51, values of about 0.96 are ob
tained. If the transitions towards the states withn51, l 53
are included, the value of the sum becomes about 0.99.
clearly shows how for confined systems the oscilla
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strengths become concentrated over very few, sharp tra
tions. This is confirmed by the calculation of the squa
modulus of the matrix elements of the momentum opera
relative to the transitions from the ground state to the sta
u13m&. Results of one or two order of magnitude smal
than those shown in Eqs.~2! are obtained. This reflects th
smaller transition probability but, on the other hand, dem
strates the presence of optical transitions forbidden for
spherical dot.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this work optical properties of ellipsoidal quantum do
have been discussed. By exactly solving the effective-m
single-particle Schro¨dinger equation as shown elsewhere7

the full electronic spectrum has been calculated, showing

FIG. 4. The oscillator strengths relative to the first two allow
infrared transitions.
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primary role played by the dot shape. The removal of deg
eracies with respect to the spherical dot as well as the
pearance of levels crossings have been brought out. Ex
mental evidences for degeneracy splittings have been fo
by using femtosecond pump-probe transient spectroscop
CdSe nanorods.15

From all these results, it comes out that the fabrication
shape-controlled ellipsoid quantum dots can have fundam
tal applications. First, the infrared transition energies can
tuned as a function of both the dot shape and dimensi
giving the possibility of tuning the system resonant fr
quency even keeping constant the dot volume. In ot
words, asymmetric quantum dots can be realized, with
infrared absorption peak at any infrared wavelength. Seco
the control on the ellipsoid aspect ratio allows the fabricat
of nanostructures which exhibit light emission and abso
tion spectra dependent on the radiation polarization. T
study presented in this work has been focused on the infr
spectrum, for which experimental data are now becom
available.16 Moreover, experiments done on the photolum
nescence emission of anisotropic dots have given a clear
dence for such applications. In particular, single-molec
luminescence spectroscopy measurements on CdSe qua
rods have shown a sharp transition from nonpolarized
purely linearly polarized emission if the ellipsoid aspect ra
is varied from 1 to 2, making these nanocrystals ideal
many orientation-sensitive applications.6 In the same way, it
has been shown how by fixing the minor axisa and changing
only the major axisc, the emission wavelength can be tun
over the same range as for spherical quantum dots, while
emission from each individual CdSe quantum rod is hig
linearly polarized in contrast to the plane-polarized emiss
from spherical dots.17
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